Editor Dan Joyce previews a cross-section of new products that are in the shops or coming soon.

1 OS Trail Bike GPS £439.99
OS’s new GPS unit includes full 150k GB mapping, plus six 125k map tiles and subscriptions to OS Maps Premium and SeeMe, which broadcasts your location.
ordnancesurvey.co.uk

2 Rainlegs Arctic £33.75
The peculiar but practical Dutch cycling chaps are now available in a version that keeps your legs warm as well as dry, thanks to Hollow Fiber insulation.
rainlegs.com

3 Gilles Berthoud Bar-end Mirror £61
A nice drop-bar mirror, this is made from CNC’d aluminium, with a ball-joint to adjust the angle. It fits bars from 16-21.5mm inner diameter.
berthoudcycles.fr/en

4 Bristol Bikes Expedition £838
Bristol Bikes resemble Edinburgh Bike Co-op’s Revolution range, which equipped re-badged frames with a sensible spec. This one has 3x8 Claris/Altus gearing and 36-spoke wheels.
bristolbicycles.co.uk

5 Sunrace 8-speed 11-40 cassette £20
Sunrace’s wide-ratio cassettes for 8- and 9-speed (CSM680 and CSM990) came in under the radar as they’re only OEM – or on eBay. With a drop bar, you’ll likely need a RoadLink and a long-cage mech.
sunrace.com

6 Rapha Explore Cargo Winter Tights £240
They’re a lot of money, but these fleece-backed, rain-resistant winter bib tights have something others lack: zipped and mesh pockets on the legs and lower back.
rapha.cc

7 London Bikebag £35
You can lash various luggage to a Santander bike’s front rack but this Cordura tote bag is more stable as it’s designed for it. Handy if you often use London hire bikes.
bikesharebags.co.uk

Online reviews
For more reviews of bikes, kit and components, as well as how-to guides, visit...
cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice

London Bike Show
See 2019 bikes and kit close up at ExCeL from 29-31 March. Details at thelondonbikeshow.co.uk